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The n-tape automata studied here, bear a very close rcscmblancc to 
ordinary finite automata, since all n-tapes move simultaneously. This kind 
of tape action differs from that of the n-tape automata of [4], where tape 
motion is individual and is controlled by the state of the automaton. 
The notion of “n-tape automaton” over an alphabet 2 gives rise to the 
notion of “n-recognizable” set of n-tuples of words in Z. This latter notion 
coincides with what is called “FAD relation” in [I]. 
By means of a certain first-order interpreted theory, the notion that a 
set of n-tuples of words in Z is “n-definable” is introduced. In contradistinc- 
tion to the notion “n-recognixahle,” which is defined for fixed n, the notion 
“12-definable” must be defined simultaneously for all 11. The main result 
asserts that in the cast that Z is finite and contains more than one lcttcr, 
these two notions arc extensionally equivalent. 
1. ~-TAPE AUTO~~ATA 
We start with an informal description of n-tape automata. Let 2’ be a 
set of elements (not necessarily finite) called an a&&abet. As usual, we denote 
hy Z* the free monoid (always with unit element) with base Z and by Dn 
the n-fold product 2* x 0.. X Z*. An clement w of 2Pn is then an n-tuplc 
a! 1 ,.*-, =* 7 where each z(ii is a word in the alphabet 2. Let S bc a finite 
set (the elements of which will be called states). ‘I’here is a distinguished 
initial state s, in S and a distinguished subset F of S of finni states. An 
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element w = (wr ,..,, w,) acts on the set S in the following manner. Let 
w = uw’, where ui is a single letter, if the length lwi > 0, and ui = 1, 
if wi =- 1. For any s E S, su is then an element of S and SW is defined as 
(su) w’. This combined with the rule that sl = s, where 1 = (I,..., 1) is 
the unit element of Zen, gives an inductive description of SW E Pa, for 
any SES and WC.??. The behavior .%?(Q?) of an n-tape automaton is the 
set of all w E,JZ’*~ such that saw EF. A subset of .Z*n, which is the behavior 
of some automaton, is called n-recognizable. 
It should be noted that for n = 1, the automata described above are the 
ordinary finite automata, so that “l-recognizable” is “recognizable” in the 
ordinary sense. The extreme case 7~ = 0 may also be included; Z*n in this 
case has only the unit element and the behavior of the automaton is the set 
consisting of the unit element if s, E F and is empty otherwise. Exactly the 
same phenomenon takes place in the other extreme case where Z is empty 
and n is arbitrary. 
A formal substitute for automata described above will be given in 
Section 4. The class of recognizable subsets of n-tape automata will be 
denoted by .9$(Z). Note that W,(Z) = 9?(Z) is just the class of recognizable 
sets in the usual sense. Since the alphabet 2’ is fixed throughout, we shall 
write B& instead of 9JZ). 
2. DEFISABLE SETS 
We now describe a sequence 9 = {5?,, ; n = 0, I,...}, each 3?,, being a 
class of subsets of Dn. The sequence 9 will be defined as the smallest 
one containing certain basic sets and closed with respect to certain operations. 
The basic sets are: 
(2.1) Z*o = {w 1 w E Z*, (T is the terminal letter of zu}; 
(2.2) I = ((WI , WJ ! (w* , w2) E 2’*2, w2 < WI), 
where “w2 < wr” means w, is an initial segment of wr ; 
(2.3) E = {(wl, w2) 1 (WI ) we) E z*2, lw, = lws}. 
The operations are the following: 
(2.4) Binary intersection. For every n, the intersection of any two 
sets in 9, is in 9n . 
(2.5) Difference. For any two sets C, , C, in gn, the difference 
C, \ C, is in 9n . 
(2.6) Permutation. Given any permutation r of the set {I, 2,..., n} 
and given w E Z*n, let mw = (w,,r , w,* ,..., w,,). Then for every C in 9, , 
theset 7iC is in 9n . 
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(2.7) Projecfion. Definep : Z*tn i l) -+ L’*n by settingp(u;, ,,,., ujtL+r) = 
(WI >q*-, ru,). Then for every set C in L3na.1 , the set PC is in g,, . 
(2.8) Cylindrz$cution. For every set C in g,, the set p-K’ is in 
B,+r . Xote that 
p-'C _ ieL: UtEZ)"will , (WI >**-> w,) E C]. 
We observe that PI = pE == +Z” E L3r . Hence, by repeated application of 
cylindrification, L!W E 9, . Thus, by (2.5), 9% is closed with respect to 
(2.9) Complenmtation. If C E 3?Jn , the complement Pn \ C of C is 
in LZ* . In particular, for every n, + E gti . 
The sets L3,, may be briefly described in the language of mathematical 
logic as the n-ary relations on C* first-order definable from the binary 
relations I and E, and from the unary relations L’*u, v E Z A set C E 2’“” 
will be called n-dejkzble iff C E .G&?, . Thus, C is n-definable iff there is a 
first-order formula s-[‘u, ,..., eu,] constructed from the atomic formulas 
w f c*u, (w, 20’) E I, (w, w’) E E, 
which defines C in the ordinary sense. Illustrations of the connection between 
formulas and the sets which they define, will be found in the proofs of 
Section 8. In particular, a sentence (formula without free variables) defines 
a subset of ,?Y” which, therefore, is either empty or is Zr*O = (1). In the 
latter case, the sentence is true. 
3. STATEMENT OF )fAIK RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. For any alphabet L’, every n-dejnabb set is n-recogmkable. 
In the excluded cases of ,Z infinite or L’ = (u>, Theorem 2 fails. The 
latter case is discussed fully in Section 9, where the definable sets for 47 = (~1 
are completely described by Theorem 9. I. In particular, .3, consists exactly 
of those sets which are finite or whose complements are finite. Thus, for 
example, the set (U(T)* is in @I but not in G$ . The case of .Z infinite is 
treated in Section 10. 
In the case that .Z is finite, the action of a finite automaton over .L’ may 
be described by a finite table. It is a consequence of the fact that the proof 
of Theorem 1 is entirely effective, that the first-order theory based upon 
the relations E, I, PO is decidable. More explicitIy, given finite automata 
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@r and CZa , there is a mechanical procedure for constructing an automaton GE 
such that &?OZ = .B??r n a6Z.a and a mechanical procedure for constructing 
ljgl so that &9@’ = @?GYr ; similarly for (2.3, (2.6), and (2.8). The discussion 
of related decidability and undecidability results is, however, outside the 
scope of this paper. 
Finally, Theorem 11.1 shows how sets in 9= may be decomposed into 
“homogeneous” sets. 
4. REDUCTION TO ORDFNARY A~JTO~TA 
Let P be a finite set with a binary relation y’ < y. A word w = ylys +.. yr , 
yi E r, will be called related if yr < a** < ys < yr . The set of all related 
words is denoted by G. We note that 
G=P\F, 
where 
F = U ~*Y~YJ’*, Y2 non -c Yl. (4.1) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If F is finite, then G is a recognizable subset of f”*. 
PYOO$ Each of the summands in (4.1) is recognizable, e.g., by Kleene’s 
theorem. Since I’ is finite, the union in (4. I> is finite so that F is recognizable 
and therefore also G. 
The proposition fails if r is infinite. For example, let r = fyl , ys , “ys ,...} 
and define 
y < y’ -z- y 7: ys A y’ = yi+l ) for some i. 
Then G is not recognizable. Indeed, let &’ be an automaton recognizing G. 
Then, for every ;, j, i < j, we have yi *a* yj E G, while 
Yl m-e "/iy*+l ***Y~EI’+\G. 
Thus, the states sOy1y2 *a- y$ and so’yIya 1.. y* are distinct, where s, is the 
initial state of I% 
Returning to the alphabet Z, consider w = (q ,..., w,) E Z1**, we define 
the length function Iw == sup lw, for i -.= I,..., n. 
Let r, = {w ] u: E 2?, 1~ -= 1). Thus, w E r, provided both that wi E C 
or wi = I and that at least one wi is an element of Z. We define a relation 
u < w on r, by the condition 
wi = 1 C.5 U$ = 1. 
This gives us the subsets G,, and F, of I?,* for each n. 
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Each w E Z** admits a unique decomposition 
and 
w =yl”‘yk, Yi E 42 2 
Yk<Yk-1-c .‘.<Yl. 
Further, in this decomposition Iw = k. 
This decomposition yields a mapping 
a:Z*“-+G,, 
(4.2) 
which is clearly a bijection. The inverse of this bijcction is denoted by /3. 
We are careful to avoid identification of JF’ with G,, because (Y is not 
multiplicative. We note, however, that /3 does preserve multiplication to 
the extent that multiplication is defined in G, . 
PROPOSITIOK 4.2. G,, is a recognizable subset of r,,*. 
Proof. Since the relation < is a preorder, we obtain an equivalence 
relation in r, by defining 
Yl = Yz -2 Yl -=c Yz A Yz < Yl * 
Let l@‘, = I’,,/-. First note that r‘, is finite. Secondly, the preorder in r,,, 
becomes an order in f;, . By Proposition 4.1, Gn is a recognizable subset 
of pn*. If 77 : r,* + f,,* is the natural morphism, then G, = T-‘G~. 
Consequently, G,, is recognizable. 
Let 02 be an automaton in the usual sense on the alphabet r, . Then 
its behavior 39(a) is a subset of r, *. This automaton may also be viewed 
as an n-tape automaton in the sense of Section 1, since each w E Z*n acts 
on the states by virtue of formula (4.2). 
The behavior ZJ@d) of the n-tape automaton is then a subset of ,Z*n. 
The two behaviors are related by the formula 
S&@) = ,8(G, n ZiJ(CZ)). 
This leads to the following 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A subset X of L’*n is n-recognizable z# xX is a recog- 
nizable subset of r,*. 
Proof. If X = &?,,(a), then UX _-_ G, n g(M). This set is recognizable 
since Gm is recognizable. Conversely, if Y.X is recognizable, then there exists 
an automaton 6Y such that %(O’) == CUX, then 
.9&(6T) r= /3(G, n 9?(Cn)) = ,B(G, n olX) = @x.X = X. 
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For future use, we introduce the projection morphism 
by defining for y = (wr ,..., w,,, ) E r,,, (so that wi EC or wi = l), 
9’1 if wl = **a = eo, =: 1 
qY = (Wl I***, %> otherwise. 
Observe that qG,+, = G, . The projection q is related to the projection 
p : ~*(ntl) --f .Z*n by the formal rules: 
LYpx = qorx for x(-~*("", (4.3) 
c+X = G,,, n q-‘xX for XCZ*n. (4.4) 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If X is a recognizable subset of rztl , then qX is a 
recognizable subset of r,,*. 
Proof. This follows from the following slightly more general fact: If D 
and 0 are arbitrary alphabets and f : Q* + O* is a morphism such that 
fw E 0, or fw = 1, for all w E Q, then f transforms recognizable sets into 
recognizable sets. Indeed, let X be a recognizable subset of P, and let 
Y = fX. There is then a finite monoid A and a morphism g : .Q* -+ A, 
such that X = g-W for some CC A. The morphism g determines a 
morphism G : P(W) - P(A), where P(Q*) and P(A) are the monoids of 
all subsets of sZ* and A respectively. Consider the mappingf-l : O* - P(@). 
The condition imposed on f implies thatf -l(q) = (f +)( f -ly) for x, y E 8*. 
Then Gf -l : 8” + P(A) is a multiplicative mapping. Let B be the image 
of Gf -1. Then B is a finite monoid and h = Gf -1 : O* --+ B is a morphism 
of monoids. Now verify that 
where 
h-l(D n B) = Y, 
D = {Uj IIEP(A), Ur\ C# @}. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
First we show that the basic sets (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are l-recognizable 
respectively 2-recognizable. 
Ad(2.1) The following automaton recognizes Z*o: 
s = Go 9 4, F = W, 
sp = s, , sp’ = sg for (3’ f 0. 
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Ad(2.2) The following automaton recognizes I: 
s = iso > $1, $1, F I= iso, 4, 
so@, u) = so 
SI(U, 1) = Sl for i == 0, 1 
sy = s* in all other cases. 
Ad(2.3) The following automaton recognizes E: 
s = (so , 4, F = {so}, 
SOY = so 7 for yEZ2 
v = Sl, in all other cases. 
The next step is to verify that rules (2.4)-(2.8) hold with -gm replacing 59% . 
This is clear for rules (2.4t(2.6). 
Ad(2.7) If X E 9&i , then Cx is a recognizable subset of G,,, . Thus, 
by Proposition 4.4, qolX is a recognizable subset of G, . By (4.3), qarX = c@X 
and, therefore, pX E 9, . 
Ad(2.8) If XE%?~, then Crx is a recognizable subset of G, . Then 
Gn+i r\ q-LX is a recognizable subset of G,+, . By (4.4), alp-‘X is a recog- 
nizable subset of G,.,, and, therefore, p-lx E 9Ya+i .
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
6. LOCAL SETS 
Let Q be a finite alphabet. The subsets of Q* of the form 
{I}, C&*, Qn*&J, Q5.0, ,‘a*, (6-l) 
with w, W’ E J2, will be called basic local sets. The union of any set of basic 
local sets will be called a local set. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If l2 is a subset of a jinite set 0, then for every local 
s&et L of Q*, there exists a local subset K of O* such that 
L’*\L = O*\ K. 
Proof. We must have 
K = (O*\Q*)uL; 
so we only need to prove that this set is local in O*. First we enlarge L 
to a set L’ obtained by replacing each summand of L in (6.1) by the corre- 
sponding set 
{I}, woe, O”w, o*ww’@*. 
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There results a set L’ local in 8” such that L’ n Q* = L. Consequently, 
K L- (Q* \ !2*> u L’. 
The set Q* \ Q* is the union of the sets 
m*, we, o*eew*, owe8* 
for all 0 E 0 \Q and all 0’ E 0. Thus, O* \sZ* is local. Consequently, 
K is local. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If 0 is a jinite alphabet and X is a recognizable subset 
of O*, then there exists a finite alphabet Q, a function f : Q + @, and a local 
subset L of !S* such that 
x = f *(sz*\L). 
Here f * denotes the morphism Q* + O* determined by f. 
Proof. This proposition should be regarded as well known. For the sake 
of completeness we include a proof. 
Let 02 be a finite O-automaton which recognizes the set X. Let S be 
the set of states, so E S the initial state and FC S the set of final states. 
Let Q = S x 0, f(s, 0) = t?. Let L be the union of the following basic 
local sets in Q* 
cs, e) w for s f so 
9ys, e)(d, et) i2* for SI f se 
Q*(s, 0) for SO $F. 
If WER*\L, th en s,f *w E F and, therefore, f *w E X. Conversely, let 
v x e1 .** 0, E X. Consider 
w = (so, e,)(s,, 4) - (s~-~, en), 
where si = si-,Oi for i = I’..., n - 1. Then s,,& = sow EF. Thus, w E Q* \ L 
and f *zu = v as required. 
7. REDCCTIOX OF THEOREM 2 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Assume that the alphabet Z is finite and has at least 
two letters. If a subset X of G,, is recognizable, then there exists an integer 
r 3 0 and a local subset K of r,:, r such that 
X = f(G+r \ Kh (7.‘) 
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where qr is the iterated projection 
Proof. By Proposition 6.2 there exists an alphabet .sd, a mapping 
f:Q+r,, and a local subset L of 9* such that 
f*(.n* \L) = x. (7.2) 
Since Z has at least two letters, there exists an integer T > 0, for which 
D’ will have more elements than Q. Let j : Q -+ Zr be an injective mapping. 
We turn our attention to r,Xr. Each y E r,+, may be written in one of 
the forms 
65 > Yz), (Yl > 11, (1, Yz), 
with yr E r, , ys E r, . Further, qrr = yr in the first two cases while yrr = 1 
in the third cast. 
Since fw E I’, and jeL E .Zc’ C r,. , we may embed Q into r,z,., by identifying 
each w E 52 with (fw, jw) E r,+,. . Then formula (7.2) becomes 
r\jext we show that 
Indeed, let 
cf(Q” \ L) =.- x. (7.3) 
Q!* \ L C G,,., . 
w = w,*-w,Ef2*\L. 
Then, f *w E XC G,, , so that fwk < fwkel -( *a- < fwl . Since 
holds automatically because jwi E Z*, it follows that wk < wk-r < *a* < wi ; 
i.e., w E G,,, . Hence, Q* \ L C Gn+ . 
By Proposition 6.1, there exists a local subset K of rz+, such that 
Q’\L = r:,\ K. S’ mce r&r\ KC G,,.!., , we have r$,\ K = G,,+,\ K. 
This implies (7.1) as required. 
The proposition just proved will now be used to reduce the problem of 
proving the inclusion W, C Qn to a lemma concerning basic local sets in r,,*. 
This lemma N-ill be established in Section 8. 
Let X E .en . Then olX is a recognizable subset of G,, , and by the proposi- 
tion we have 
d = yTGn+r \ K), 
for a local set K in r,*r . Therefore, 
X = /%J~(G,+, \ K) = p’fi(G,.,, \ K). 
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To show that X E ~2~) it suffices to show that /3(Gn+\ K) E 93,++. . Let 
K = vi Ki be the finite union of basic local sets and let m = n + r. Then 
so that 
G\K = (-) (Gn\&), 
t 
PC& \ K) = n B(Gm \ Ki)- 
Since jI(Gm \ Ki) = .2Y*n8 \p(Gm n Ki), and since 9m is closed under 
boolean operations, it suffices to prove 
LEMMA 7.2. For any alphabet Z and far any basic local subset K of Tn*, 
the set /3(G,, n K) is n-definable. This will be proved in the next section. 
8. PROOF OF LEMMA 7.2 
There will be a string of preliminary lemmas. Throughout, the letters 
w, WI > wi 9 etc., will designate elements of 2*; thus, (wl, ws) will auto- 
matically be an element of P2, etc., where 2 is an arbitrary alphabet. 
LEMMA 8.1. FOY K = 0, I ,..., the sets 
Lk = {(WI f 7%) I k + h&? G lw3 
Lk’ = {(WI , w2) ( k + lw2 = Iw,} 
G = e% 7 WP) I k + lw2 2 hh 
are 2-dejnable, and the sets 
Mk = (w 1 k < Iw} 
M,’ = {w j k = lw) 
M; = {w 1 k > Zw}, 
are 1 -dejnable. 
Proof. Consider the following two equivalences: 
lw, < Iw, -3 3w,(lw, = Iw, A w3 < WJ 
k + 1 + lw, < lw, e 3w,(k + Iw, < lw, A 1w3 < Iw, A Iw, f IwJ 
The first formula implies that 
Lo = P(!& n Qs) 
Q1 = {q , “2, ~3 ; 1~2 = 1~31 
Q2 = {w, , wz , ~3 I wg < 4. 
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The latter sets are obtainable from the sets E and I by permutation and 
cylindrification. Thus, Q, , Qs E 9s and, therefore, L, E 6iSS .
The second formula shows that 
Lk+, = dRl n R2 \ %)P 
I?, , R, , R, obtainable from L, , I,, , and E by permutation and cylindrifica- 
tion. Thus, if L, E ~9~) then R, , R, , R, E 3s and L,,, f gz . Hence, by 
induction on k, L, E 9?a for all k. 
Next, 
L; = z:*2 \ I,,,, , I,,’ = L, n L; . 
k < lw, o 3 (k -;- IZJ, < lw,). 
% 
Thus, Mk = pL, E C&r . Further, 
M; = z* \, lM,+, ) 
so that M/. , al; E 53 1’ 
LENMA 8.2. For any (T, a’ E Z the se ?t! 
v, = {(Wl 9 we> 
VW, = w 7 4 
usi,,, =-; {(wl ) WJ 
are 2-definable. 
Proof. The set V,, is defined by the formula 
wp < w1 A (% , WJ EL,’ A zcl E z=*u. 
Thus, V, E 3a. Yaw V,,,, is defined by 
3w3(w3 = wp A Wl -= wp’). 
Therefore, V,,, E 9:z . Finally, U,,, is given by 
3w,(w, = WpJ’ A wg .< WI). 
Thus, U,,,, E 3, . 
LEMMA 8.3. l’he sets uZ* are l-definable for all u E 2. 
Proof. Note that u,Z* is defined by the formula 
3w2(w2 E Ml’ A w2 f z*u A w.2 < WI). 
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LEMMA 8.4. /3(G,, n yI’,*) is n-definable. 
Proof. Applying an appropriate permutation, we may assume that 
y = (q )..., 0, ) l,..., 1) with 1 < r < n. 
Then fi(G, n yr,*) is the intersection of the subsets of .Fn defined by the 
following conditions: 
wi E ui.P for 1 < i < r 
wi = 1 for 7 < i < n. 
This proves the lemma. 
If in the above argument we set r = 0, we obtain 
LEMMA 8.4’. ,k?(G, f~ {I}) is n-definable. 
LEMMA 8.5. /3(G,, n I”*yy’r,*) is n-definable. 
Proof. Using an appropriate permutation, we may assume that 
y = (q ,..., UT ) l)..., 1) 
y’ = (q’,..., CT;, I )..., I), 
with 0 < s ,< r < n. We then see that 
,!I( G, n r, *wlrn *I = p~az, 
where M is the subset of Z*cn+r) defined by the following conditions: 
wn+iuur < wi for i = l,..., s 
wn+u =z wi for i = s + I,..., r 
lwi < lwn+r for i =-= 7 + I,..., 71 
lWi = lw,, for i = n -j- l,..., n + r - 1. 
This proves the lemma. Setting s = 0 in the above argument, we obtain 
LE.MM.4 8.5’. jT(G, n IT,*y) is n-definable. 
The last four lemmas constitute a proof of Lemma 7.2. 
9. THE CASE OF A SIKGLE-LETTER ALPHABET 
If ,Z is a single letter, then Z* may be identified with the monoid N of 
nonnegative integers. 
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The basic definable sets then are 
1 +N={xIO<x}, I = {Xl 7 x2 I-% d "-4 
Since E -: {x1 , x, , x1 = x2} is obtainable from I, it has been suppressed. 
Call a subset X of iV” primitive if it is the solution of a single inequality 
of the type 
Xi < Xj + U or xi < a or a < xi , 
for some i,j = I,..., 71 and some a > 0. The intersection of a finite number 
of primitive sets will be called ehentary. 
Let & denote the class of finite unions of elementary subsets of N”. 
THEOREM 9.1. &n = Z3,, .
Proof. The fact that each primitive subset of N* is in 3n follows from 
Lemma 8.1. Therefore, 4 C kI?m , for all n = l,... . 
To prove the opposite inclusion gn C 4 , we first note that the basic 
definable sets are primitive. Further, the class of primitive sets is closed 
with respect to complementation and cylindrification. Therefore, the sequence 
{G} satisfies rules (2.4) (2.3, (2.6), and (2.8). To verify rule (2.7), it suffices 
to show that if XC W-+ r is elementary, then so is the projection pX C h'". 
For any x E W+l it will be convenient to denote the last coordinate by y, 
while retaining the notation x1 ,..., x, for the first ~1 coordinates. The 
inequalities defining the set X may now be recorded as follows: 
(9.1) inequalities involving only x1 ,..., x, 
(9.2) xifai <y --co<a,<co 
(9.3) y < xj + bj -cn<bb,<cX, 
(9.4) c<y<d O<c<d<co, 
with the indices i, j ranging over subsets I, J of {l,..., rz}. 
We now record some consequences of these inequalities: 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
(9.7) 
xi + ai < x, + b, iEI,je J 
xi + ai < d iEI 
c < xi + bj iE/ 
Let Y denote the elementary subset of iVn defined by the inequalities (9.1), 
(9.5)-(9.7). WC assert that pX ::: Y. Since (9.5)-(9.7) are consequences of 
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(9.2)-(9.4), WC certainly have pXC Y. To prove the converse, let 
x = (Xl ,...) x,J E Y. Define x’ = (x1 ,..., x, , y) with 
y = Inf(d, xi + b,), ie J- 
Then x’ E X and px’ = x. Thus, pX = Y. 
The following is immediate. 
COROLLARY 9.2. S$ consists of those subsets of N which are either Jinite 
or have finite complement. 
This result appears in the literature [3], cf. p. 354 and [2]. The proof 
of Theorem 9.1 is essentially the argument used in [2] to obtain the corollary. 
IO. THE CASI:, OF AZI INFINITE ALPHABET 
Let z be an infinite alphabet. Any permutation m of 21 induces an isomor- 
phism Vet : ZI*n + JF. A subset X of z*n will be called Jinitary if there 
exists a finite subsetI; (called a carrier for X), such that for any permutation v 
of 2 leaving F pointwise-fixed, we have 7+X = X. 
PROPOSITION 10.1. Every n-dejkzble set is jinitary. 
Proof. The basic sets z*o are finitary with carriers (u}. The basic sets 
Z and E are finitary with carrier 4. Next consider the rules (2.4)-(2.8). If 
Xi and X, are finitary with carriers Fl and F2, then X, n Xa resp. X1 \ Xs 
is finitary with carrier Fi u F, . Thus, rules (2.4) and (2.5) hold. The rules 
(2.6)-(2.8) hold without change of carrier. This yields the conclusion. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 8 be a subset of z which is infinite and such that 
2 \ S also is infinite. Then E is not finitary and, therefore, is not 1 -definable. 
However, E is recognized by the automaton 
S=~~o,s1,%~, F = @d 
sax = % if xEC” 
su = sq in all other cases. 
EX.0lPLE 2. The set 
l(~l P 4 I0E-q 
is definable. 
Indeed, the set is defined by the formula 
3w,[Zw, = 1 A Ms < z&r A ws < ws]. 
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are not 2-recognizable and hence also not 2-definable. 
Indeed, let C be one of the two sets. Then, for U‘ f u”, 
(u’, u>(l, 0’) E c (a”, u)(l, 0’) $k c. 
Then for any automaton G? recognizing C, we must have sa(u’, u) + q,(u”, a), 
for u’ # u”. Therefore, 6Y is not finite. 
EXAMPLE 4. The sets 
{(wp, wp) 1 zw, = zw, , u E ‘z), 
{(qu., u2u) I 01 , 0% , u E 21, 
are 2-recognizable. 
Indeed the automata recognizing these sets are 
s = 60 > Sl , SPI F = W 
SO(Ul 1u2) = so if u1 # u2 
So(U, 0) = Sl 
Sl(Ul , 02) = so if c1 + cz 
Sl(U, 4 = Sl 
5-y = s2 in all other cases. 
s = Go, Sl , $2, %I F = (~2) 
SO(Ul Y a21 = Sl 
Sl(U, 4 = s2 
sy = s, in all other cases. 
PROBLEM 1. Are the sets in Example 4 2-definable ? 
PROBLEM 2. If a subset of Z *n is both finitary and n-recognizable, is it 
n-definable ? 
PROBLEM 3. If a definable set is invariant under all permutations of the 
alphabet, is it then first order definable from L? and 1 only (without use 
of Z:*u) ? 
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11. DECOMPOSITION INTO HOMOGENEOUS SETS 
Let A be a non-empty subset of {I,..., n>. An element w = (q ,..., w,J 
of Z*” is called homogeneous of T&e A provided 
W$ = 1 for i$A (11.1) 
Iwg = lWj for i,jeA. (I 1.2) 
In particular, the unit element of Z*n is homogeneous of any type. The 
set of all homogeneous elements of Type A form a submonoid of J?. 
This submonoid may be identified with the monoid ZA*, where zIA is the 
set of all functions A -+ Z 
THEOREM 11.1. Let 2 be a &ite alphabet. A subset X of A’*- is n-recog- 
nizable if and only if X is the Jinite union of sets which are products. 
XI *** x, k = 1, 2,..., (11.3) 
where 
Xi is a recognizable subset of Pi*. (11.4) 
A,3+,.3Ak. (11.5) 
For the proof we first develop analogous notions in the monoid r,* 
associated with the alphabet 2. Let y E r, . Then 
Let 
y = (WI ,-a*, w?L), wi E ‘P, sup lWi = 1, 
i 
Then 
IyI ={i1w;fi2}. 
4b # I Y I C(L.., 4. 
For any non-empty subset A. of (l,..., n), set 
THEOREM 11.2. Let ZI be any alphabet, A subset Y of G, is rational (i.e., 
regular in the sense of Kleene), tyand only tjF, Y is the$nite union of sets which 
are products 
Yl *a* Yk k =: 1, 2,..., (11.3’) 
where 
Y, is a rational subset of FzS (11.4’) 
A,3+.+3A,. (11.5’) 
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We first show how the second theorem implies the first. Indeed, if z is 
finite, then so is P, . Thus, in Theorem 11.2, “rational” may be replaced 
by “recognizable.” Further, the bijcction (Y : Pn -h G,, maps the submonoids 
P* of Pn isomorphically onto the submonoid, I’,* of I’!, . Further, 01 maps 
every set (11.3), satisfying (11.4) and (11.5), onto a set (I 1.3’) satisfying 
(11.4’) and (11.5’). The mapping /3 : G, + z*n does the opposite. 
To prove Theorem 11.2, denote by 6X the class of all subsets of r,* which 
are finite unions of sets (11.3’) satisfying (11.4’) and (11.5’). Denote by gz 
the class of all subsets Y of r,* for which Y \ G, #+. Then set d = 8r u c$ . 
First note that {w} E G” for every w E r,*. Indeed, if w # G,, , then 
{w}~8a.Ifw~G,,then 
w = 71 “‘yk, I*/II~***~~Y~/. 
Thus, {w} has the form (11.3’) with (11.4’) and (11.5’) satisfied. Hence, 
{W}Ecq. 
Next observe that & is closed with respect to finite unions. To prove 
that 8 is closed with respect to products, consider 
Q = YZ, Y,ZE8. 
If Q \ G, f 4 then Q E &a C 8. Thus, we may assume that Q C G, . This 
implies Y C G, , 2 C G, or, equivalently, Y, 2 E 6’r . By distributivity, it 
suffices to consider 
z := 2, *.* Z,) zjcr& B,I -.x3,, 4 # (1). 
LetyEk;i, z~Zr,yf 1 fx. Since YZCG,,, we haveyzEG,, which 
implies A, 1 B, . Thus, YZ = Yi a** YkZ, *** Z, has the required form, and 
hence Q E &r . 
Finally, let T E 8 and consider T*. If T E gz, then T\ G, # Q. 
Therefore, T* \ G,, # IZI and I’* E &a. Thus we may assume 
TE4> T*CG,,. 
Let Y and Z be any two (not necessarily distinct) summands of T satisfying 
(11.4’) and (11.5’). Th en YZC T* C G, and, therefore, by the argument 
above, A, 3 B, . Similarly, since ZY C T* C G, , we have B, 1 A, . Con- 
sequently, A, - *** = A, = B, = e-0 = B, . Therefore, T is a rational 
subset of r,* for some A. Hence T* E 8; . 
Since the class 8 is closed under the Klecne operations, and contains 
the individual elements of r,*, it follows that it contains all the rational 
subsets of r,*. Hence, every rational subset of G, is in &I as required. 
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